MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
ALLEGHENY MOUNTAIN SECTION
Annual Spring Meeting
April 1–2, 2016
Gannon University

Schedule of Events

Friday, April 1, 2016

11:30 – 12:30  Section Officer’s Meeting
               Waldron Campus Center 219
12:30 – 1:30   Section NExT Lunch
               Waldron Campus Center 219
1:30 – 3:30    Section NExT Workshop
               Waldron Campus Center 219
2:00 – 4:00    Registration
               Zurn Science Center Lobby
2:00 – 3:45    Book Exhibits
               Zurn Science Center 330
3:55           Welcome from Gannon University
               Dr. Keith Taylor, President
               Zurn Science Center 104
4:00 – 5:00    Invited Address
               Scott Chapman, Sam Houston State University
               “Pi Through the Eyes of the American Mathematical Monthly”
               Zurn Science Center 104
5:00 – 5:45    Registration
               Zurn Science Center Lobby
5:15 – 6:30    Dinner and Awards
               Waldron Campus Center Yehl Room
6:40 – 7:25    Student Problem Competition
               Zurn Science Center 101
6:40 – 9:30    Book Exhibits
               Zurn Science Center 330
7:35 – 9:30    Student Talks
               Zurn Science Center classrooms
9:30 – 10:15   Evening Social – Pizza Party
               Zurn Science Center lobby

Saturday, April 2, 2016

7:30 – 8:45    Breakfast
               Waldron Campus Center Yehl Room
8:00 – 8:45    Business Meeting
               Waldron Campus Center Yehl Room
8:00 – 9:00    Registration
               Zurn Science Center lobby
9:00 – 10:00   Invited Address
               Suzanne Dorée, Augsburg College
               “Writing Numbers as the Sum of Factorials”
               Zurn Science Center 104
10:00 – 11:45  Book Exhibits
               Zurn Science Center 330
10:15 – 11:30  Faculty Talks
               Zurn Science Center classrooms
11:45 – 12:45  Invited Address
               Gary Gordon and Liz McMahon, Lafayette College
               “The Joy of SET®”
               Zurn Science Center 104
12:45          Closing Remarks
               Zurn Science Center 104